Thank you to all donors—alumni, parents, and friends—who gave to Knox between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. If you’d like to see other donor lists, visit www.knox.edu/honor-roll, or if you’d like to receive a copy of another class or constituent Honor Roll, contact the Office of Advancement at 309-341-7233 or 888-KNOXCOL (888-566-9265) or e-mail gifts@knox.edu.
Class of 1991
Alumni of Record: 216
Participation: 22.7%
Contributions: $13,983

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
Anonymous

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
♦ Dawn Davies Clark

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
★ Lisa Ptasienski Meinert
Krista A. Meeker Sorensen

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
Julie Streibich Coons
★ Joseph W. Frondorf
♦ Michael D. Petitti

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
▲ Kelly G. Arnemann
Steven E. Benck
★ Paisly Mitchell Di Bianca
★ Sara Leary-Skulec
Jody Herfel Neja
Craig S. Owens
▲ Laura M. Rosol-Hibbler
Maheshinder Singh
♦ Mary C. Spenceri

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Bradly M. Butler
★ Kathleen M. Cunningham
♦ Christine M. Purtell Deblock
♦ Douglas R. Dechow
♦ Kathleen Hansen Foster
★ Sarah A. Jajesnica Foye
★ Anthony Kowal
★ Maya M. Moody
★ Daniel D. Moreland
★ Carmen B. van Roon Pence
▲ De Ann Thode Pomatto
★ James Saranteas
♦ Julie Scannell
▲ Christine Sebek Schmidt
★ James J. Schmidt
Jonathan J. Sheinkop
♦ Elizabeth Simpson
David M. Stluka
★ Jeffrey R. Turnbull
★ Kimberly Black Turnbull
Veronique Wolwowicz-Rader
♦ Amanda K. Toler Woodward
★ Jonathan W. Yates

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Brad R. Bonnet
★ Michele E. Doris
▲ Chereka Keaton
★ Kellie Monroe Lane
Sergio A. Nakai
★ Heidi Schwanz Rettler
Jeffrey K. Riedel
★ Renata Szczygiel Seward
★ Jennifer Firth Seward
Melissa Harju Vos

Old Main Society
Joseph W. Frondorf

In Memory Of
Sean K. Martin

Deceased  Given Every Year Since College  Given Each of Last 10+ Years  Given Each of Last 5+ Years

Thank you to all donors—alumni, parents, and friends—who gave to Knox between July 1, 2013 and June 30, 2014. If you’d like to see other donor lists, visit www.knox.edu/honor-roll, or if you’d like to receive a copy of another class or constituent Honor Roll, contact the Office of Advancement at 309-341-7233 or 888-KNOXCOL (888-566-9265) or e-mail gifts@knox.edu.
Class of 1992
Alumni of Record: 234
Participation: 18.0%
Contributions: $18,545
Class Agent
Glenn Waddell

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
★ Jennifer A. Jewell
Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
▲ Jeffrey M. Bacidore
1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
Bradley D. Coats
♦ Christina Seagren
Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
★ Glenn H. Waddell Jr.
Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
★ Karl E. Bayer
★ Michelle L. Williams Garvey
Jean T. Mauriello Germain
Ushma Shah
Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Anonymous (2)
Stacy L. Bray
★ Jill Cornman Hutmacher
★ Christopher A. Najim
★ Tammy Thorsen Ragnini

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Ingrid Pchalek Beamsley
Mark B. Beamsley
Chris Boyle
Laurel Boynton Brill
Elizabeth A. Carter Grissom
Erik C. Grissom
▲ Jennifer R. Hartman
♦ Susan E. Hollinger
▲ Jami Isaacson
Ross J. Jackson
▲ Richard S. Lufrano
Rose Thi Nguyen
Jeanne D. Petit
Michael T. Ptasienski

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
♦ Brett H. Barnhart
Jodi Callihan Bonnet
Lisa Angert Davis
▲ Robert Peter Fairbank
Scott C. Fears
★ Melissa A. Newburn Gathje
♦ Wendi Brenner Gillespie
David M. Loewy
Jamie N. Querciagrossa
★ Matthew W. Roth
Christine M. Schuch
Genevieve Fitzgerald Schulz
Carrie E. Wild

Deceased  ★ Given Every Year Since College  ◆ Given Each of Last 10+ Years  ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years
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Class of 1993

Alumni of Record: 212
Participation: 23.1%
Contributions: $12,354

Class Agent
Jean Anderson O’Brien

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
★ C. Scott Dunnwind
★ Chad Eisele

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
Daniel M. Rosenberg

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
★ Kyle J. Anderson
★ Mark A. Boeder
★ Sylvia Cook Forman

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
★ Sumit Chawla
★ Jennifer E. Lee Dye
★ Heidi Stevens Early
★ Malinda Heerwagen Riley
★ Erin Roche
Darren W. Smith
★ Chris M. Stevens
★ Rachel L. Woodard

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Anonymous (2)
Melissa A. Agar
Katherine A. Arfken
Stephen J. Brice
★ Doug W. Domenick
Michael L. Greer Jr.

♦ Alexander C. Hopkins
△ Gina Clemmer Lufrano
★ Madhuri S. Mansukhani
Marc L. Martel
△ Matthew A. Mayes
★ Katherine Molumby McCarthy
★ Gregg R. Meyers
★ Erik D. Nussbaum
★ Jean Anderson O’Brien
△ Anne N. Swanson

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
★ Rebecca Gillan Ballard
Marielle T. Farnan
★ Heather Robb Godin
★ Benjamin T. Hirby
★ Eric C. Hutchcroft
★ Mark K. Johnston
△ Deborah M. English Kaczorowski
Jeremy A. Kleine
★ Cheryl L. Lefler
Alexander W. Marshall
★ Amy M. Ward Martin
Kathryn Draves Mulomede
★ Brenda Pittington Reynolds
★ Randi K. Stouffer
★ Olga J. Teunis-Steijns
★ Karen A. Thomas Thornsberry
Elizabet C. Middleton Voigt

In Memory Of
Suzanne L. Hart
Urvinder “Cherry” Sachar
Class of 1994

Alumni of Record: 184
Participation: 19.6%
Contributions: $13,541
Class Agent
Reid Broda & Jerry Zavorka

Adolph P. Hamblin Society
($5,000 - $9,999 annually)
★ Jennifer L. Quinn Broda
★ Reid R. Broda

1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
▲ Helen Haiching Lin

Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
Robert J. McNally

Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
▲ Matthew A. Doscotch
★ Jason A. Pierceson

Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Brian A. Campbell
▲ Deanna M. Derrig
★ Jeffrey Gipson
★ Darren W. King
★ Kimberly L. Cox Lee

Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Anonymous (2)
Amy Helmkamp Brice

★ Jennifer L. Brown
◆ Miriam R. Dubin Hamilton
◆ Kristina Maldre Jarosik
◆ Nisa Kalambaheti
◆ Janelle Urish Meyers
◆ L. Brian Peterson
Amber J. Proksa
Tammy R. Rosen
◆ Thomas A. Schmedake
★ Diane Marlow Tucker
★ Rosanna M. Van Lear Velat
★ Gerald E. Zavorka

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Anonymous
★ LaShawn L. Brownlee
Rebecca J. Lowe Ferraro
Wilson O. Garcia
★ Lloy Brodnicki Johnston
★ Robert P. Meeske
★ Susan L. Mermelstein
▲ Elisabeth “Lisa” Preston-Hsu
★ Noah J. Sandstrom
★ Kimberly A. Vander Schaaf
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Class of 1997
Alumni of Record: 255
Participation: 18.4%
Contributions: $11,375

Maria Whiting Society
($2,500 - $4,999 annually)
▲ Julie A. McFadden Morrison
1837 Society
($1,837 - $2,499 annually)
★ Eric C. Sjoding
Newton Bateman Club
($1,000 - $1,836 annually)
★ David P.C. Mika
Veritas Club
($500 - $999 annually)
★ Chad A. Campanelli
★ Caroline G. Burgland Cormier
♦ Matthew M. Wafer
Belltower Club
($250 - $499 annually)
Anonymous (3)
♦ Rebecca M. Slaughter
Purple & Gold Club
($100 - $249 annually)
Anonymous
★ W. Edward Ackerley
Chad M. Binger
J. Nathaniel Bode
★ Charles G. “Chip” Chandler IV
★ Sarah M. Weed Chandler
▲ Amy E. Falasz-Peterson
Katherine L. Haennicke
♦ Laurie A. Brewer Horn
★ Kristin M. Clarke Jurchen
Andrew R. King
★ James J. Lynch
Erik K. Madsen
Nicole Knabel Potter
★ Eishin Takahashi
▲ Jennifer A. Tice
Michael D. “Mick” White

Gizmo Club
($1 - $99 annually)
Mark R. Alford
Allison R. Greaves Amidei
★ Chrystal C. Bell
Brenda Butler
Melissa L. Christakos
★ Tara L. Mantsch Eliason
Shawn M. Fielding
Emily S. Fraser
★ Christine L. Glover Grela
★ Andrew S. Johnson
★ Beth M. Kaspar
★ Brian G. Krivsky
★ Tricia Carey Kroll
★ Amanda Holstrom Lubbs
Janet L. Haney Melton
Lisa E. Slovek Moore
Rebecca J. Parks
Kathryn A. Parsons
▲ Daniel J. Polley
▲ Kent P. Vollmar

Old Main Society
Michael D. “Mick” White

In Memory Of
David O. Lowry

Deceased ★ Given Every Year Since College ♦ Given Each of Last 10+ Years ▲ Given Each of Last 5+ Years
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